If you've got a question you want Dr. Fred V. Grau to answer, please address it to Grau Q&A, Golfdom, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago 5, Ill.

Interference

Most words have more than one meaning. The word, Interference, is no exception. In addition to several definitions there are a number of connotations which affect meaning. The choice of the word was not made blindly. Everyone is aware of the effects of interference in many of the operations on golf courses.

"To take part in the concerns of others" is one of the best known definitions of our word. Another way to say it is "butting in." Many of the troubles of the supt. stem from this phase of interference. In a way it is giving advice before it is asked. Sometimes it comes from well meaning members who have not yet been taught that suggestions to the supt. should come thru the green chmn. who can screen them for their value. In a few cases there has been interference from the chmn. who may not have been "chairmaning" enough or who has not had adequate instructions on the scope of the position, to permit the supt. to run his operations his own way according to an agreed program. Fortunately these cases are few and far between.

Minimizing the Evil?

One way to minimize interference is to operate more machines so that a given job can be completed in less time. We make this suggestion broad because it can be interpreted in several directions. One machine requires X hours to complete a job. Two machines should be able to do the work in one-half X time. There is a limit as to how far one can go in this direction. We hope that no one ever will attempt to make one machine do the work in half the time by operating it at twice the speed. We shudder to contemplate the results.

We have seen fertilizing programs developed that have the possibility of contributing to conflicts. This Q & A department has reviewed some that were dillies. Workmen were applying something every week during the playing season. By contrasts, some feeding programs are in operation that would offer opportunity for conflict only twice or three times a year on the greens and tees and once a year on fairways. Some of the recent scientific discoveries in the field of grass nutrition have real possibilities for minimizing interference.

It Can't Be Avoided

Frequent applications of fungicides sometimes are necessary to stop the spread or attack of a vicious fungus. Almost without exception these operations involve the use of heavy equipment which, in a way, tend to "clutter" the course. There isn't any good way to hide a 300-gal. sprayer when the course is crowded. The point that we are reaching is this: Any device or operation that can reduce disease and thereby make it unnecessary to resort to frequent control sprays will aid in reducing interference. One of the ways is water control. "Dry grass is healthy grass." Deep watering at longer intervals can aid in maintaining a dry surface which is very
helpful in minimizing disease. Good drainage is another device which helps in water control and definitely helps to reduce disease.

Some grasses have much greater resistance to diseases than others. The use of the better grasses is a big step toward minimizing interference. We are trying to look at this whole operation from the long-term standpoint. We know that an attack of disease must be dealt with on the spot and not sometime later.

**Late Afternoon Work**

It has been a pleasure to work with supts. when a course was to be prepared for a major championship. At the moment we shall refer to Canterbury where we worked with Mal McLaren getting ready for the Open. One of the operations that made history was that of mowing when the grass was dry. During the tournament the fairway mowers were started on the first hole as soon as the last match had cleared the second tee. What a pleasure it was to see the dry grass fly behind the units and to see the near-perfect job that was done.

Frequently we have asked the question, "Why can't grass be mowed when it is dry?" When it has rained for two weeks that becomes a pretty silly question because grass has to be cut before it gets too high, wet or not. Maybe more mowing might be done in late afternoon when most players have finished for the day and there would be minimum interference with the players. Labor has a great deal to do with this idea but we have seen it work some places.

For several years we have been calling attention to the fact that well-fed turf requires less irrigation. Grass that is well supplied with nutrients can make much more efficient use of the water that is available to it. It is a fact that nitrogen is cheaper than water. To budget-minded people this should be great news because it means that golfers can have better turf at lower cost. This paragraph refers mainly to tees and fairways, not to greens.

**Constructing A Course**

Q. I am in the initial stages of building an 18-hole course on my farm. Please send to me a list of textbooks, literature, etc., that would help me in building and maintaining and operating the course after completion. Also, would you advise me to tile the greens where there is good surface drainage? I plan to build up my greens with clay, topping with topsoil and then adding approximately 85 per cent sand. (South Carolina)

A. Under separate cover I am sending you a list of reference material that has been published. This should be helpful in building your library.

The best help in building the course will be to secure the services of a competent course architect. The pres. of the American Society of Golf Course Architects is David W. Gordon, Doylestown, Pa.

The best way to maintain the course after completion is to secure the services of a topnotch supt. Headquarters for the GCSA is P. O. Box 106, St. Charles, Ill.

If subsoil under your greens is clay, which will slow the rate of water percolation, I would definitely advise a tile system. If, however, you have sand and gravel, which will permit the ready drainage, then you will not need tile. Surface drainage is advisable in any case, whether or not the subsoil structure demands the use of tile.

I'm a little fearful of your plan to first build up your greens with clay, then top with topsoil and then add approximately 85 per cent sand. If you build up your greens with clay, then it must be that you have a clay soil. This is the building material. This demands that the tile be installed in the clay base to assure good drainage. I would mix the topsoil and the sand together with a bulldozer, motor patrol grader or some mechanical device so that the materials are mixed properly and uniformly off the site. Properly prepared top mixture can be hauled to the green, dumped and spread so that you have a perfectly uniform sandy soil on top of your drainage system. This will assure well-drained greens, deep roots and much greater golfing satisfaction in the years to come.

(Continued on page 110)